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From day one, Profisee Core was envisioned and built to provide a truly 

multi-domain platform for Master Data Management. Whether you’re a 

system administrator configuring a solution, or a business data steward 

managing data, Profisee Core provides a single consistent user 

experience across the entire Profisee Platform. 

Data Modeling: The cornerstone of any MDM solution. Data Modeling in 

Profisee is quick and flexible, allowing you to model anything, and 

publish changes in minutes. Model any master data domain to reflect 

how your business operates.

Security: Master data is sensitive. The Profisee Platform provides the 

capabilities to ensure that only the right people can view and edit the 

right data. Sensitive data is secured, and changes are audited.

Audit: Accountability and compliance are key to many data management 

programs. Profisee's auditing capabilities capture a detailed history of all 

changes made to data, including who made the change and when.

Staging: The Profisee Core provides simple mechanisms for creating 

initial and ongoing batch integrations, ensuring your MDM doesn’t 

become another silo of information. 

Modeling & Deployment 

-  Flexible and agile

-  No fixed models

Security Management  

-  Secure sensitive data

-  Row level permissions

Business Rules & Audit

-  Define quality standards

-  Proactive issue resolution

Batch Integration

-  Develop your own custom sub-
scribers 

-  Post events from your external 
systems

The Fastest Growing and #1 Time-To-Value MDM Platform

Every domain, every user, every record, 
every source, one Profisee Core. 

Profisee Core - Your MDM Foundation.

The Profisee Core delivers the fundamental capabilities needed for every 

MDM solution. From modeling, data integration to data stewardship and 

governance, Profisee Core provides a single consistent foundation upon 

which the rest of the Profisee Platform is built. 
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